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Faculty may vote no confidence in Spiegel 
By DAVID MCELROY 
Guardian Newa Editor 
A vote of no confidence deal! 
by Wright State faculty against 
Executive Vice-President and 
Treasurer Andrew Spiegel at 
their neit meeting could raise 
doubts as to his continuation as 
an administrator, claims one 
WSU prof. 
Dr. Malcolm Ritchie, president 
of WSU's chapter of the Ameri-
can Association of University 
Professors (AAUP), said. "There 
is a good feeling that if the 
faculty gives (Spiegel) a no con-
fidence vote, it would call into 
question whether cr not he 
should continue as an adminis-
trator." 
THE NO confxence vote a-
gainst Spiegel w v first suggest-
ed by Dr. Roben Haber at the 
fall faculty meeting "to deter-
mine whether the faculty 
wanted to discuss that motion." 
accoring to Faculty Vice-Presi-
dent Dr. Jacob Dom. 
Dorn said the secret ballot 
vote "may be the first and only 
item of old business at the next 
meeting Feb. 21" 
Ritchie is rescheduling an 
AAUP meetging cancelled Jan. 
17 due to heavy snow, during 
which the possiblity of the vote 
will be discussed. 
SINCE THE tenured facultv 
rate at WSU "approaches 50 
percent." Ritchie said. "The full 
professors with tenure are the 
ones who can come closer to 
escaping reprisals" for speaking 
against the administration He 
also said that promotion is a 
factor keeping faculty members 
form criticizing administration. 
"The wording of the motion 
(raised by Haber during the fall 
meeting) specified Spiegel's ac-
t i o n ^ t M h M s s a ^ i ^ a r k i n g ^ p r ^ 
administrators. I've tot heard 
any faculty criticism of him since 
the announcement that adminis-
trators will pay the full price." 
Dorn said 
Dorn said he felt that Haber's 
motion was "simply symbolic 
and symptomatic." but added "I 
think the/ (the administration) 
understand it's a very serious 
matter." 
SPIEGEL SAID he had no 
reaction to the proposed vote. 
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WSU names woman parking supervisor 
By GAYLON V1CKFRS 
Guardian Staff Witer 
The controversial post of Park-
ing Facilities Supervisor was fill-
ed Monday, when Parking Serv-
ices appointed Debbie Jennings 
trs the post. 
Parking Services Office Man-
ager Ed Cooper said Jennings 
has few years experience with 
Parking services, most recently 
as the attendant at the Visitor's 
lot I. "1 feel confident with her 
in the job." he said. 
COOPER SAID her duties as 
parking supervisor would be as-
signing parking monitors sched-
ules. giving battery Jumps, and 
setting parking for special e-
vents. 
Jennings replaces Richard 
Grewe Jr. the son of the Director 
of Parking Services Richard 
Grewe Sr. Grewe Jr. resigned 
the post Jan. 3 under pressure 
from charges of nepotism. 
He was first promoted to 
Parking Supervisor Nov. 21, 
1977, a position from which he 
was demoted just days after-
wards. 
| » » "Parking" page 12) 
editor to be selected 
Next Tuesday the Wright State Studec Media Committee will 
select the next Editor-in-Chief of the DP rdiaa, replacing the 
resigning Thomas Beyerlein. 
The candidates are Libby Keller, managing editor. David 
McElroy, news editor. Tom Vondniska, wire editor. Dave Yetter 
and Glen Jula, staffers of the Daily Guardian. El wood Sanders III, 
and David Mills. 
Negotiators 
reach agreement 
By DAVID A. YETTER 
Guar-I Ian Staff Writer 
A tenitive agreement has been 
reached after weeks of negotia-
tions between the plaintiffs and 
the University on the issue of 
obscenity guidelines for Wright 
Stste. 
Caucus Chairer Geo.ge Sidcras 
said that the ongoing case, which 
stemmed from the Administra-
tion's refusal to allow the show-
ing of "Deep Throat." is nearing 
its end. 
"WE HELD a meeting last 
Friday (o decide on just what to 
,io with this." Sideras stated. 
and we believe that we will be 
able to come to terms." 
Sideras would no. state just 
*hat the agreement is. however, 
due to the confidentiality of ihe 
negotiations. 
The Faculty Affairs Committee 
will meet this afternoon to hear 
the details of the agreement to 
be presented to the Student 
Affairs Committee of the Board 
of Trustees for approval. 
"ONCE WE gei this settled, 
the plaintiffs and the University 
will go as a group and present 
he proposal the Board of Trust-
es who will then decide whether 
r not to accept it." Sidcras said. 
Greene County Prosecutor 
like DeWinc said that he was 
ontacted about 10 days ago with 
proposal that would relieve the 
•sponsibiiity to the University of 
cciding what is obscene and 
hat isn't by not providing a set 
->f guidelines and not establish-
ig a review board 
DeWinc said that th's proposal 
alle.3 for any future show ings of 
questionable material on campus 
IO be screened through his office. 
"I REFUSE to be part of a 
prior censorship," DeWinc com-
mented. "The Supreme Court 
has made it definitely clear that 
there will be no prior censorship 
and 1 won't place myself in a 
position to be a review board." 
thursday 
the weather 
Snow developing Thursday. Highs in the mid and upper 20s. Snow 
likely Thursday night with lows in the teens. Highs Friday in the 
teens and mid 20s. 
w e re sorry 
We regret that our readers were not offered an edition of the 
Daily Guardian yesterday. Our staff, like many persons, was 
snowed in Tuesday while the University was closed. Therefore a 
paper was not produced for Wednesday. We're sorry. 
The thrills and chills of a commuter school. Guardian photo by Bill Jacobs 
Road crews key to opening school 
Bv RICHARD EDGERTON 
Guardian Staff Wr/ i r 
A record breaking accumula-
tion of 15 inches of s»cw forced 
Wright S:a>e University to a halt 
Monday aftcrpoon in light of the 
difficult and nearly impossible 
commuting 
The National Weather Service 
said the blizzard even surpassed 
the grtxt norm of 1950. 
"THE PARKING areas should 
be about 95 percent clea. by 
Thursday morning," said Robert 
Frtno.i, director of campus plan-
ning and operations. "Since Fri-
day, 'he 20 members of the 
ground crew have been working 
12 to 24 hours a day. 
"We started clearing between 
three and four in the morning to 
get Ihe lots relatively clear before 
people began coming to classes. 
He said in spite of the early 
start, many students forked in 
K-lot before it wis clear. This 
caused Security to temporarily 
close K-lot Wednesday :o give a 
chance to clear it without having 
to -J«!fce parked cars. Since this 
forced students without stickers 
to park in other lots no tickets 
were being issued 
"THEY REALIZED that it 
would be unreasonable to give 
out tickets under such condi-
tions, remarked Francis. 
"Handicapped access areas 
have the top priority." he ex-
plained. "the main roads are 
second and then the parking 
lanes. A, B, C and visitor areas 
arc done first, then K-lot." 
The snow-removal equipment 
consists of two backhoes. two 
trucks wiih snow blade?, and a 
siraller snowblower. 
"THE SNOW is just pushed 
aside to begin with, Francis raid. 
"After the lots are relatively 
clear we have dump trucks come 
in to haul the snow away. 
"1 think the ground crew and 
Security deserve a ioi of credit. 
They have been working hard to 
open the campus up for the 
students." 
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Sadat recalls negotiators fx 
JERUSALEM (UPI)-President 
anwar Sadal abruptly ordered the 
Egyptian delegation to the Jeru-
salem peace talks home Wednes-
day and said the talks would not 
resume unless Israel changed its 
position. 
However, Sadat said after an 
urgent telephone call from Presi-
dent Carter the stalled military 
committee's negotiations would 
resume in Cairo on Saturday, two 
days later than scheduled. 
Sadat stunned American, Isra-
el and even Egyptian negotiators 
at the political talks by ordering 
his own delegation home and in a 
stern statement hinted the peece 
initiative was on the verge of 
collapse. 
THE SADAT bombshell fol-
lowed a day of negotiation in 
which he the United States offer-
ed a compromise on the two key 
issues-Palestinian rights and oc-
cupation of the Sinai-and rejwrt 
ed progress toward an agret-
ment. 
An Egyptian government 
spokesman in Cairo said Carter 
telephoned Sadat and Sadat told 
him. "Israel wants territory, not 
pcace." 
"As for the possibility of the 
Jerusalem meeting reconvening, 
this is possible only if Israel 
changes its positions and views," 
the spokesman quoted Sadat as 
saying. 
"ISRAEL IS presenting unac-
ceptable proposals and views 
which go against the require-
ments of peace," he said. 
Sadat said the only reason he 
was allowing the military com-
mittee to reconvene was "in 
appreciation of President Car-
ter's position and his intent 
desire for peace." 
After the initial shock, diplo-
mats from all three sides issued 
cautiously worded statements in 
an effort to avoid further inflam-
ing the situation. 
"I WOULD not say the talks 
have broken down," Secretary of 
State Cyrus Vance said. Vance 
said he would travel to Cairo as 
planned on Friday to discuss the 
situation with Sadat 
"I've been through negotia-
tions and they have their ups and 
Sorry folks ! 
i Wright State University Bookstore 
will be 
closed Fri.,Sat.,Sun. 
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downs and delegations have been 
called back before." Vance said. 
Egyptian Foreign Minister 
Mohammed Kamei went to see 
Prime Minister Menahcm Begin 
before leaving to return home to 
Cairo but refused to answer 
questions afterwards. 
lailQ <&usrfcian 
The World 
1 
f rom United Press In te rnat iona l 
Mine strike cutting coal suppliers 
Utilities in four Eastern states 
appealed to their customers 
Wednesday to conserve electri-
city because of rapidly dwindling 
supplies of coal caused by the 
nationwide United Mine Workers 
strike. 
Negotiations to end the strike, 
which began Dec. 6, are stale-
mated in Washington. 
Three Pennsylvania utilities 
sent telegrams to Gov. Milton J. 
Shapp asking him to order elec-
tric energy conservation mea-
sures and develop plans to pro-
vide policc protection, if necess-
ary, to deliver non-union coal. 
"CONCERVAHON OF the re-
maining coal supply is essential 
if we are to maintain the jobs and 
personal welfare of the people of 
Pennsylvania." the utilities told 
Shar>p. 
The three clctric utilities-Penn-
sylvania Power Co., Duquesne 
Light Co. and West Penn Power 
Co,-serve a total of 1.2 million 
customers in western Pennsyl-
vania and have only about a 
50-day supply of coal left. The 
bulk of their generating power is 
supplied by coal. 
At 50-days supply. Penn Power 
said it would ask its industrial 
customers to reduce their weekly 
consumption by 25 percent. Dur-
ing each successive 10-dav peri-
od, industrial customers would 
be further a.iked to implement 25 
percent reductions to where only 
that electricity needed for health, 
safety and security is used. 
AT THE same time, Penn 
Power plans an appeal to all 
customers, including commercial 
and residential, to volunterily 
eliminate all uses of nonessential 
electricity by lowering thermo-
states, curtailing the use of 
dishwashers, clothes dryers and 
unnecessary lighting and limiting 
the use of electric water heating 
and all other electric appliances. 
The Allegheny Power Systme, 
serving 232,000 customers in 
Pennsylvania, Maryland. West 
Virginia and Ohio, announced a 
three-step plan that could lead to 
elctric cutoffs for several hours a 
day if the strike is not settled 
soon. The first step-voluntary 
cutbacks-began Wednesday. 
The utility has only a 40-day 
stockpile of coal left. 
COLUMBUS 4 SOUTHERN 
Ohio Electric Co. called on all of 
its customers Wednesday to be-
gin "prudent conservation" of 
electricity because of dwindling 
coal supplies. Others Ohio elec-
tric utilities apparently were 
waiting until thev reached a 
50-day supply before talking any 
conservation measures. 
"Statewide, we have no seri-
ous problems as yet." an official 
of the Ohio Department of Ener-
gy said. "Some utilities are still 
getting coal but others are not 
getting it any more." 
Feds urge 
end to mutilation 
LUCAIiVlLLE-Ohio (UPD-Two U.S. Justice Department atterneys 
have urged a group of Sourthem Ohio Correctional Facility 
inmates to stop self-mutilation as part of their effort to ren ounce 
their U.S. citizenship. 
The two attorneys. Paul Lawrence and Charles Pereyra-Suarez, 
interviewed 14 inmates at the Lucasville prison Tuesday. The 
prisoners have requested that the U.S. State Department allow 
them to renounce their citizenship, 
A spokesman for the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and 
correction said the two attorneys told the prisoners that 
self-mutilation will not influence the federal government review of 
their case. 
TWO OF the prisoners, Richard Armstrong of Scioto County, cut 
off part of a finger to dramatize their request. 
The state department said inmates in U.S. penal institutions can 
not renounce their citizenship and leave the country while 
imprisoned. 
!n addition to Cattano and Armstrong. 12 other Lucasville 
inmates have also requested that their citizenship be renounced. 
ARMSTRONG WAS first sent to the maximum security prison in 
1974 on a robbery conviction. He has since been charged with 
several escape attempts. 
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Graduating? 
Gain valuabl&exper/ence. Be a Peace 
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Recruiter In Placement Office January 25 
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Caucus in a quandry with line item budget 
By RON WUKESON 
Guardian Sl«B Writer 
Student Caucus voted down 
two proposals f'riday, the first 
motions voted down this year, 
before agreeing on a fair way to 
reimburse Graduate Representa-
tive Beth Graham for work she 
had done summer quarter. 
Caucus, noting that Graham 
had not served as grad, rep. 
during fall quarter, voted down a 
proposal to let her have the full 
$900 that Caucus members g«t 
for serving four quarters. 
CAUCUS FINALLY agreed to 
pay Graham $825 for this year, 
reimbursing her $225 for her 
summer work. 
"In my opinion." said Chairer 
George Sid'.ras, "Summer was 
Car thef t repor ted 
By GAYLON VICKERS 
Guardian Staff Writer 
The theft of a 1966 Chevrolet 
Malibu was reported to Wright 
State Police Monday by WSU 
student James Begovitch. 
According to Assistant Direct-
or of Security Carl Sims. Bego 
vitch said he arrived on campus 
at 12:30 and locked his doors 
before leaving the car. 
SIMS SAID as a matter of 
routine, police agencies local and 
state wide have been notified of 
the theft. He went on to note the 
car, when found, may have been 
stripped for parts because of its 
age. 
In other police matters, a 
head-on collision was reported at 
4:01 p.m. on North Main Campus 
Drive. The accident occured 
when a car driven by Gary Loe 
lost control and went lef» of 
center, striking another vehicle 
driven by William Berry. 
No injuries were reported and 
Sims noted, "because of road 
conditions no citations were issu 
ed." He went on to say both 
vehicles received moderate .ront 
end damage. 
Kegerreis 
receives 
new car 
By HEATH MACALPtNE 
Guardian Staff Writer 
A new Lincoln Continental has 
been donated to Wright State 
University by Don Kremer Linc-
oln-Mercury for the use of Univ-
ersity President Dr. Robert J. 
Kegerreis. 
"The University ir. the past 
has purchased a ne'. car for the 
president approii.'z-ik'ly every 
two yeirs." said Ron Oldiges, 
associate director of transporta-
tion services. He said the dona-
tion represents a substantial sav-
ings for the University as it 
eliminate! the need to purchase t 
icw car. 
THE CAR wit! replace a 1976 
Mercury Monarch which ICeger-
i?is previously used. It will be 
insured by Kremer Lincoln Mer-
cUiy. AH major repairs will be 
t a iw et the dealership, but 
minor maintamenie and gasoline 
will be provided by WSU. 
Don Kremer, owner of Don 
Kremer Lincoln-Mercury and a 
member of the WSU President s 
Hub. presented the car to Keg-
erreis last November. 
"I donated the car as a meas-
ure of support for the Univer-
»Hy." said Kremer. 
THK AUTOMOKLtf will be 
used by Kegerreis for University 
business. He drives approximat-
ely 20,000 milei each year on 
such business. 
ALSO REPORTED Monday, 
was the theft of an auditron from 
the Ombudsman's office by Jane 
Lynch. 
The theft of a purse containing 
$60.00 was reported Tuesday by 
ARA employee Margaret Suiters. 
Sims said the purse was in an 
open locker in the ARA kitchen 
area, which is accessible to 
persons passing in the hall. 
tne more miponani quarter... 
organizationally." Sideras added 
that some of the Caucus repre-
sentatives who worked fail quar-
ter hadn't worked during the 
summer as Graham had. 
Graham, who ha i setved as 
Grad. Rep. during summer, re-
igned in September due to a 
temporary ineligibility to join the 
Graduate Schojl. Caucus unani-
mously agreed to acknowledge 
the results of the December 
election which replaced Graham 
to the graduate post. 
SIDERAS TOLD Caucus, in the 
report of the chairer. that the 
American Civil Liberties Union 
advised him that the University 
could not withhold occess to a 
line-item budget, which is a 
public record, from him. 
The ACLU told Sideras that he 
should request access to them 
records. Sideras should notify the 
State Attorney General to regis-
ter a complaint. 
Liberal Arts Representative 
Steve Stringer told Caucus that 
Bus hijacking takes life 
CLEVELAND (UPI)-Homicide detectives sought two men Wednes-
day in the shooting death of an unidentified man during the 
hijacking of a Regional Transit Authority bus. 
Twenty passengers were robbed in the 30-minute hijacking on 
the cast side. Police said the robbers, dressed in leather jackets 
and carrying a sawed off shotgun and a .357 magnum pistol, got 
away with about $900 in cash, several watches and a woman's 
coat. 
the Student Information Commit-
tee had discusscd a new drop/ 
add fee proposal last Thursday, 
and were planning to arrange an 
open forum on the topic with the 
help of the Curriculum Commit-
tee. 
"I feel like the drop fee is 
going !o go down," said String-
er. Wright State's $10 drop/add 
fee is the highest of any state 
univerc'v in Ohio. 
STRINGER SAID that one pro-
posal would be to let students 
drop or add a class for free the 
rirst five weeks of a quarter. 
After that time, the drop would 
be indicated on the students' 
report cards. 
ABORTION 
General Anathesia 
Finest Mcdxal Care 
Available Toll Free 9-9 
1-800-438-8039 
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Increase your read! as much as 100%! 
Chris Walsh, 
Engineering 
"It's really boring to read the way 
most people are taught This way, 
you look at a page of print — you 
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John Futch, 
Law Student 
"With 60 briefs a week, the 
average student takes all week 
to prepare for class In in 
evening, I'm finished 
J i m Creighton, 
Student 
"It's easy. Once you 
know how to do it. it's 
super easy!" 
Richard St. Laurent, 
Teacher 
"I was skeptical but now I'm 
reading around 2300 wordr. a 
minute Puts you that much 
ahead of everyone e'se ' 
Jenl Malum, 
Student 
"I had C's in high school 
After Evelyn Wood Reading 
Dynamics, i was able 
to maintain an A average" 
All it takes is one free iesson and you can zip through homework a lot faster. In fact, 
you can cut your study time almost in half! Hard to believe? Put us to the test Come 
and discover the secrets to easy speed reading, better concentration, greater 
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U.S. No gimmicks. No obligation. It's easy. It's fun. It works. 
Get it while it's still free! 
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Cool it Spiegel I 
Malcolm Ritchie, president of the Wright State University 
chapter of the American Atsociation of University Professors is 
planning a meeting to discuss the possible no-confidence vote 
against University Executive Vice-President and Provost Andrew 
Spiegel. 
Faculty Vice-President Jacob Dorn says the vote may be the only 
item of old business at next month s full falculty meeting 
One can porder all they want about the effects of such amove 
but it is unlikely that things are going to change substantially. We 
attend a corporate institution, one which is more interested in 
loyalty and devotion to an image than quality education. 
In all probabilty Spiege' will go on ruling the campus as if it 
were his private plantation. 
The slaves are getting restless. They have taken too much for 
too long and they must make their views known, even if it is 
ineffectual. Then at least 'Ite person tried. 
It is always better to light a candle than to curse the darkness. 
Open the records 
Since November Student Caucus Chairer George Sideras has 
been trying to obtain a copy of the itemized budget for the 
University, and gotten nowhere 
In one memo sent from University Controller Arlo Ragan, 
Sideras was told that, in so many words, the only thing the 
University "owed" him was the contractual agreement to provide 
an education. 
It seems the administration of this University has forgotten two 
simple facts; that students, for the most part, are responsible 
paying adults and that by being such have a right to know haw the 
dollars they pay to support the University are being speni. 
This seems to be an irritating fact to some administrators who 
would prefer to conduct business behind closed doors with as little 
meddling from outsiders as possible. 
for responsible administrators, this is the wrong attitude to 
take. When business is conducted behind closed doors many 
people are apt to think that there is something to hide. 
There is a precedent for this vie'/. We ask the administration to 
fully inform the students on how their money is being spent. 
Do not force u; to start looking for the smol.ing pistol. 
We were snowed in too 
It it nice to be back after a forced vacation. Our staff like the 
res: of you were MO»ed in Jo,' two days and we were not able to 
put together a ptper for Tuesany ot Wednesday. 
Here it is Tkurtday already, my how tima flies when you are 
ha- ixs fun. Toady 's paper will be the only paper published this 
wee. ,s th: University wd! be closing tom-rrow to celebrate Dr. 
Martin King's birthday. 
Next week we will hopefully be returning to our normal Tuesday 
through Friday printing schedule. We hope you -i!! bear with us. 
re the news ! 
DAILY GUARDIAN STAFF 
a Uertwng manager lance goldberg 
business manager sudhir gupta 
circulation manager gaylon vickers 
*.'0py desk miriam elrod 
secretary velva hinkle 
production bruin clovd. siobhan semmett. Judy Williamson 
sales staff glenjula, heidi reibert. rick pruitt 
typesetters dee Jones, maria frails, dori violin, sue opt 
i MY PROBLEM Wfc I 5 
DlDKfT TSEAT IKE > m i IN A FAMILY" < IWITH V3IU6 WITH RESPtT 
( my DOE.s IT WIN 
By Thomas Beyeriein 
Beyeriein bows out wi th adieu 
Two jagged fist-holes have been punched out 
of the walls that frame the editor's cubby-hole 
office. On the door hang two signs, one reading 
"Seduction." the other "Rape." Papers are 
strewn to and fro in the business office: it is in 
its usual state of disarray. In the newsroom, a 
UPI ticker chatters noisily while a dozen people 
are packed like sardines into the tiny cubicle 
that serves as the office of the editorial board. 
The sticky, obscene presence of hot wax 
permeates the air in the production room, and 
the area where agile fingers depress the keys of 
a phototvpesetting machine stinks of process-
ing fluid. 
Welcome to the office of The Daily Guardian. 
my home for the past two and a half years. The 
column you arc now reading has the distinction 
of being my last articl: as editor-in-chief of this 
ever-evolving tabloid. 
YES, A LOT has changed since I walked 
through thos* portals in the summer of '75 to 
take my place as an office future and brand 
new reporter. Ir, those days, the Wright State 
School of Medicine was just a twinkle in the 
University's baoi book and the Guardisn came 
out only twice a week, since then, the pages of 
the Guardian have chronicled the rise and 
inevitable fall of three student governments, 
the levying of two tuition hikes and the 
still-fiery battle over censorhship on campus, as 
well as hundreds of other events. 
Despite Its weaknesses. WSU is unquestion-
ably one of the fastest-growing universities in 
the nation, and the Guardi.ii< has kept up with 
other departments by evolving at an amazing 
rate oi speed. During my first year as editor, 
we adjusted to a whole new system of in-house 
production without any major hangups, work-
ing the bugs out of the operation in plenty of 
time to become a daily effort last September. 
Page XIII. THE FIRST Guardian magazine 
supplement, made its debut in the fall of 1976, 
Perhaps an even greater source of satisfac-
tion is in knowing that in the past year and a 
half, the Guardian has provided its readers 
with more local campus news than ever before. 
Instead of merely serving as a public relations 
tool for WSU. we've brought our readers in 
touch with the things that, for better or worse, 
make this campus tick. 
AND NOW it's time for me to leave. Yet 
even now, 1 wonder how we made it through 
these past couple of veers with our sanity 
intact. When our readers nonchalantly pick up 
an issue of the paper to skim through over 
morning coffee, they have no idea how much 
work it takes to release a quality product on a 
day-to-day basis. 1 can't count how many times 
last quarter alone that I looked up from my 
layout table at 4 in the morning with wax in my 
hair and bits of copy and kicker tape stuck to 
my elbows, only to find the cowboy-hatted 
countenance of "Buffalo" Chipp Swindler, our 
associate editor, smiling back at me. groggy 
from a 20-hour workday but still full of 
enthusiasm. 
Although our staff is young and unseasoned 
in the world of journalism, with no journalism 
school at WSU to help them along, they have 
done the Guardian proud. Those that know us 
are aware that we are a diverse lot. I still can't 
get used to the fact that Tom "The Mad 
Russian" Vondruska, who regularly chimes in 
which a chorus of "fuck" from his scat at the 
wire desk; the reserved Sue Opt. who'll 
probably never resign; the unsinkable Gaylon 
Vickers; our sooth-sayer Ron Wukeson: and the 
off-beat brilliant Becky Metcalf can exist in the 
same office without destroying one another. To 
these fine folks and innumerable others. I'd 
like to say thanks for the memories and a job 
well done. 
While I'm on the subject of kudos, let me 
take the time and space for a special pat on the 
back to old-timer and good friend Libby Keller 
and to my "main man" Lance (Kung Jew) 
Goldberg, both of whom have pulled me out of 
a lot of jams with their support and sound 
advice. 
STUDENrS LIKE those mentioned above are 
mainly responsible for the success the paper 
has enjoyed since its inception in 1965, but 
several faculty members and administrators 
have also earned a tip of the hat. Joanne 
risacher, the director of student development, 
deserves a hand for helping with the financial 
fine turning of the Guardian apparatus. I blush 
a modest "thank you" to Dr. Allan Spetter for 
his help as chairman of the student Media 
Committee and for telling me I've done more 
for the Guardian than any single individual in 
the past 10 years. And past and present 
Guardian advisors Dr. Robert Pruett ana FJissa 
DeBarone are recipients of my Undying Debt of 
Gratitude award for their equally undying 
efforts in our behalf. 
PUudits are also in order for the past and 
prrsent members of Black Lemon Productions, 
including the elfin Dave McElroy, the always-
articulate Kathy Charnock ard Sue Callan, 
wherever you are. 
The present Daily Guardian staff has suffr 
ed a tew minor setbacks since I unofficially left 
the day-to-day operations of the newspa?- r 
Dec. 13, but these temporary problems are to 
be anticipated when a change of leadership 
occurs. I have every confidence that my 
successor will be equal to the task o! editing my 
(see Beyeriein page 12) j 
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by E.L.Stager 
Just what every paper needs... 
What good is a newspaper without a daily 
horoscope or a magazine without a monthly 
astrological forecast? As a matter of fact, what 
good is a pair of glasses if a person doesn't 
have eyes or a toilet if it doesn't flush? 
Forget about the latter two since they are U 
no concern here. However, wanting this colu'/in 
to contribute to the cosmopolitan nature of Tie 
Daily Guardiaa, here is tomorrow's astrological 
forecast: 
ARIES & (Mar. 21-Apr. 19): Mars, your 
ruling planet, will provide some pleasant 
surprises. Cosmic vibes will overwork your 
glands when that tall dark stranger enters the 
picture. But even after a torrid affair, you'U 
still have a hard time convincing Mother that 
interracial marriages do work. 
Taurus (Apr. 20-May 20>: Accent on your 
social contacts and wealth. Combat your 
laziness and mundane character. Go to that big 
bash, but don't associate with those mating 
less that $50,000.00 per year. Thumb your nose 
when hamburger is mentioned. Filthy rich 
Cancers and Libras figure significantly, 
Gemini (May 21-Junc 20): Your witty nature 
and ability to make others laugh will win you 
that certain someone. Be careful! Your crazy 
antics and pranks can also get your head blown 
off. Mercury rules. Follow through on hunches. 
Slav with Capricom'i. 
CANCER (JUNE 21 July 22): Your relation-
ships arc great and financial future is very 
secure. Your shrewd but cautious methods can 
put the world at your fee*. Golden opportunities 
are directly ahead. It's too bad that you only 
have two weeks to live. 
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): Emphasize on your 
showmanship and ability to win. Keep close to 
Virgos. Your ruler, the Sun. will assisi in 
endeavors. Work hard, but remember. "Why 
over tax yourself when ihe government does it 
for you?" 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You'll have many 
paranoid Leos hanging around but don't worry. 
Be wary in making that big decision and steer 
clear of money hungry relatives. 
LIBRA (SEPT. 23-Oct. 22): Rekindle your 
motivation, drive, and positive outlook. Don't 
be discouraged or depressed over the corrup-
tion, terminal illnesses, or murders within your 
family, listen to Steve Martin's "Let's Get 
Small." Be happy. 
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Accent on old 
friends and on improving your charisma. 
Things will look much better when that certain 
Taurus enters your life wearing black leather 
hip boots and carrying a whip. Hang loose. 
Think kinky. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec 21): Much needed 
chance for new beginning is coming your way 
soon. Rely on your versatile nature, but don't 
blow this one like you did the last, idiot. Be 
honest, exercise patience. 
CAPRICORN (DEC. 22-Jan. 19). Saturn will 
attempt to help you but don't rely on it alone. 
It's both of your responsibility. Don't depend 
on the other to take precautionary measures. 
Use devices for protection. Be considerate. 
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Work on that 
project ana complete assignments. Use your 
originality and be creative. Don't be eccentric 
or tactless. Dropping your breeches to assert 
your sexuality may work, but if caught, you'll 
end up in the slammer faster than you can pull 
'em up. 
Pisces (Feb. It-Mar. 20): Rid yourself of 
vour humble attitude. Don't be over-sympathe-
tic or indecisive. Be agressive and outgoing. 
Show that you are alive. Kick a Gemini or bite a 
Sagittarius. Steer clear of Libras carrying 
weapons. 
3 DELI BAKER 
o o k i n g to r qu i ck l i s favorites? I h e Kroger De l i is 
/out answer w i t h many var ie t ies o( salads, l unch-
meats s l iced to order and desserts. 
QUICK FIX MEALS 
ADVERTISED 
ITEM POLICY 
( , i i h ol these advertised .terns i» 
• r q u i t r d to be m d t l " . m i U l i l i -
l . , i t i l e in e .ub H 'n f l f l store, 
e x r p t as spe; i l«a l ls no 'ed •» this 
i d It we do run out -"I i n l i v r r -
s . td .tern. ml lo l ter »<>u 
rh<.i<e ot i . i,mparablc «tem when 
avatlabU reflecting ihe same » " » 
or Rive s"Hi i ;:ncheck which 
or i l entit le you <•> putrhase Ihe 
advertised item id»e .n>ed 
•mccssilbln today* . 
SAVE 30 l 
gmm 
1 C P I C 15 P I I C I BUCKET 
Fried Chicken 
$499 
et 
S< 
Buck
*0 
twnoa Nodnoa Nodnoo 
Chipped v 
Ml 
/ 
Chopped Horn « 5 1 6 ' 
256 E DAYTON 
YELLOW SPRINGS 
RO..FAIRBORN 
1294 
N FAIRFIELD RD 
BEAVERCREEK 
425 
DAYTON AVE 
XENIA >/l~ J 
Letter to the editor 
To the editor 
I'm writing hoping that ycu 
will be able to help me. I'm 
confined to prison and would like 
to have people write me. I have 
no money for and ad. but would 
appreciate any help you can give 
me. I hope somehow you can 
help me. I'd like an ad placed as 
such if you can. 
"Lonely Prisoner Craves Let 
ten" 
Prisoner wishes to hear from 
anyone to help ease the loneli-
ness confined, would appreciate 
all letters and answer them back. 
33 years old. 6 ft. 215. Loves 
music, had band in prison (had 
one outside), is lead singer, plays 
guitar, piano, organ, sax. and 
drums. Loves sports, likes life in 
general...wants to ;x>rrespond 
with sincere people...My ad-
dress: 
David Lovejoy #13!6M 
P.O Boi4S6<W 
»'»rasville, Ohio 45699 
The Guardian, any help given 
will be appreciated, if you ca»'t 
help I still appreciate it... 
Respectfully <1 Sincerely. 
•vavid Lovijoy 
Gilly's 
Gary Goetz Trio 
no cover charge 
Fri., Sat, Sunday 
228-8414 
132 S Jefferson 
You need a healthy vice... 
Juice it up at John 's Juice Bar 
Featuring Nature'"* Nectar, 
Salad Plates, Creative Sandwiches, and Desserts 
W e strive to present our customers with ihe tinesl <|uality fruits 1 
vegetables available W e also are dedicated to serving our roods 1 
their whole state without preservatives additives 100J colorings 1 
" T "to voir health" 
lixit John * Juice IStir til... 
v, Natural -
*K ODf 
A < 
THE MOST HILARIOUS, 
WILDEST MOVIE 
EVER! * 
Insanely 
funny 
and 
Outrageously 
funny 
» S f t l f t f t Him 
VICTORY 
J THEATRE | 
!»• A M a i n 0 2 B - 7 S « l 
P I U S - Captain Marve l i t a p t r r 1 
Buqt Bunny l a r t o o m 
THE 
W T U E C l J B E 
I SHOW 
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Susan Opt in Europe 
When in Paris say que la force soit avec toil 
During my vacation to England 
I took off one weekend and made 
a trip down to Paris, France. My 
main purpose in going there was 
to meet my best friend, who lives 
in Germany. 
She could not afford (he train 
fair to England and I could not 
afford the fare to Bonn, so we 
compromised and met in Paris, 
which turned out to be quite an 
experience tor both of us. 
Seventh of a sertea 
""THE ROUND trip (or return as 
the English call it) train fare from 
London to Paris was relatively 
cheap-21.30 pounds or 139.40. 
Trains are a very nice, conven-
ient and inexpensive way to 
travel England and the Con-
tinent. 
My journey began about 7:30 
on: morning when I caught an 
express train from Reading to 
London. It was really quite an 
amazing sight-all those English-
men standing behind morning 
newspapers and swaying with 
the train's movements. 
In London I had to fight the 
n.orning rush hour crowds in an 
attempt to catch the " tube ' -
(subway) to Victoria Station 
where the France train would 
leave. 
FROM THERE, I took the train 
except to cross the English Chan-
nel, where we had to disembark 
and catch a ferry boat across. I 
arrived at Gare Nord (the North 
Station) about 5:30 p.m. French 
time (England is one hour behind 
the continuent) and that's when 
madness set in. 
My friend Ellen met rte i t the 
platform and dragged m; off to 
board this creature Ceiled the 
"metro," Paris's answer to the 
subway. 
Actually, it was not all that 
bad. For 35 cents one could ride 
the metro anywhere (unlike Lon-
don where it costs more the 
farther one goes) and it was 
much foster and cleaner than 
London's underground. 
BUT THE metro stations 
seemed to be the hang-out for 
strange sorts of people. It was 
not uncommon to see women and 
children sitting along the walls, 
beggin or sometimes young peo-
ple would be there playing musi-
cal instruments in exchange for 
money. 
My friend and I only had one 
major confrontation when an In-
dian lady became quite angry 
when we refused to give her 
money. She. along with others, 
would walk around carrying a 
note which read (in French) "My 
father is dead, my mother is in 
the hospital. 1 have four younger 
brothers and sisters at home to 
take care of. Please give me 
some money for food..." or 
variations on that theme. 
Anyway, once having made it 
to the hotel, located on Boule-
vard de St. Michel in the Latin 
Quarter, we began sightseeing. 
We must have walked a hundred 
miles in those two days. 
THE BUILDINGS were nice 
but the things I did not expect 
were more interesting. For ex-
ample, attempting to buy a 
book.. .one does not simply select 
a book and pay for it at a cash 
register. It does not work that 
way. 
First. I would select a book and 
take it to counter "A" there I 
would receive a slip of paper 
indicating how much the book 
cost. I would then take the paper 
to counter "B" where the price 
would be rung up on a cash 
register and 1 would make pay-
ment. 
Counter "B" would return my 
slip of paper, indicating I had 
paid and then 1 would either 
continue on to couter "C" or 
return to counter "A" and give 
them the slip of paper and I 
would finally get the book back. 
TRYING TO get something to 
drink with my meal was like 
buying a book. 
One afernoon Ellen and 1 
stopped to cat at a small cafe 
near the Palais de Versaille. I 
was desperately thirsty (after all 
the walking we had done that 
day) and ordered hot chocolate 
with the meal. 
The waitress brought the first 
course of the meal, but no hot 
chocolate. So I grudgingly ate a 
little bit. then asked her for the 
hot chocolate. Instead, she 
brought me the next course ol 
the meal. This continued on until 
finally I had finished the dessert 
and Ellen and I were getting 
ready to leave-then the waitress 
brought the hot chocolate. 
In all the restaurants or cafes 
we went into, we did not pay for 
the meal at a cash register. The 
waiter came to the table and 
collected the money on a little 
round tray, paid for the meal, 
then returned with the change. 
A NOTE of interest, across the 
street from the hotel we stayed in 
were, not one, but two McDon-
ald's. 
Pairs never goes to bed, or so 
it seemed. Even at midnight 
traffic would still be jammed 
packed on the streets with horns 
of irate drivers blowing. 
What's to keep them up all 
niftht? Probably many of them 
rejuented the "Cine-Sex" (three 
guesses what kind of cinema it 
was). 
THE AMOUNT of pornogra-
phy there was really surprising. 
Playboy, Oui, Lui and others 
were front newsstand attractions. 
At every tourist place one could 
buy little cameras through which 
could be nude pictures viewed, 
and the list goes on. 
Language did IK>; pose too 
much of a problem, because I 
had four years of French in high 
school. Though 1 had not spoken 
it in three years, I managed to 
ask simple quesions like "How-
Much or "where is" .and some-
times 1 could understand the 
reply. 
The money took some getting 
used to. The French have two 
units-the franc (worth about 21 
cents) and the centime (one-hun-
dredth of a franc). (I was warned 
before going over that the French 
have a rather high reputation for 
being dishonest, second only to 
the Italians who will take the coat 
off your back). 
PARIS WAS a nice place to 
visit, but, as the saying goes. 1 
would not want to live there. To 
really understand and appreciate 
the French culture it would be 
better to visit a small country 
town rather than a city, where it 
feels like the people are out to 
get the tourist. 
But, to close on a lighter note. 
Star Wars or Les Guerre d' Etoile 
was playing in Paris at the time, 
and as they say in Paris "Que la 
force soit avec toi.." 
CONTEST 
STARTS 
MONDAY JANUARY 23rd 
5 
5 s 
5 
Sponsored by 
Sanfordlnk | 
1 . 
now 
buy one get one 
free 
Major Accent 
^Cr free entry 
x0r> blanks available „ . L1J 
4 in the bookstore Feb i,i97?i2noon 
Shopping spree 
no purchase necessary Feb 3,1978 12 noon 
= 
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Old 
Man 
Winter 
puts 
his 
icy 
gloves 
on 
Wright 
State 
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Wright Staters trudging into battle against the tknieuta. 
This man (?) is intelligently prepared to deal with the onslaught 
of Old Man Winter 
All photos bv Bill Jacobs 
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News Shorts} 
Today 
Job Recruiting 
Job recruiting sign ups be-
gin Jan. 16 for interviews. 
' lie following will be re-
crui ing on campus on the 
indii <(ed dates in the Career 
Planning and Placement Of 
fice. 
Tuesday. Jan. 24 Montgo-
mery County Adult Probation 
Dept. Prudential Insurance 
Co.-Dayton. 
Wednesday, Jan. 25 Hewitt 
Soap-Dayton, Egr. and mgt. 
majors Action/Peace Corps/ 
Vista 
Thursday, Jan. 26 State Life 
Insurance Dayton Union Mu-
tual Life Insurance throughout 
USA programmer/analyst and 
sales. 
New Testament Scholar 
Dr. Krister Stendahl, dean 
of the Harvard University Div-
inity School and an interna-
tionally-known New Testa-
ment scholar, will lecture at 
Wright State University on 
Thursday. January 19 at 1 
p.m. in Room 035 of the 
Medical Sciences Building. 
Stcndahl's lecture. "The 
Jewishness of Jesus and His 
Gentile Followers." is being 
sponsored by the College of 
Liberal Arts Lecture Commit-
tee and the Department of 
Religion. The lecture is free 
and open to the public. 
Student Honors Association 
There wil! be a Studeni 
Horors Assoiiation meeting 
in I6.t Millett Hall. Ian 19, 
from I to 2 p.m. 
W-2 FORMS 
Student employees will find 
their 197? W-2 forms attached 
!•> their 111' IV paychecks 
Paper Drh» 
Ihe Rugby Cub will be 
sponsoring a paper drive to-
i!ay through Thursday Bring 
all old newspapers to K ,»t 
Phi I ta I au Hon.-.r S w .y 
The Phi Eta lau Honor 
SiH ietv is an academic urgani 
zatiori whose membership is 
open to ail student! will! a 3.4 
OPA or better Not only do we 
encourage schlorship by the 
annual av.ard of such, but we 
also havtr many social activi-
t.es sucn as parties, canoe 
trips, picnics and Oct and 
May Due Festivals. 
TV,* meetings are held 
Thuriday evening* at 6:30 in 
room 229 Millett. The dates 
ate Jan. 12. Jan. 26. Feb. 9, 
Feb. 23. and Mat 9 Any 
interested student is invited to 
Attend! 
Vr!rt« A C I R a f r t ? 
Young Americans for free 
dom will be sponsoring * 
Wine & Cheese Raffle today 
through Jan. 20. Tickets will 
be sold from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
in the lobby of Millett Lounge. 
Tickets cost 25 cents each or 5 
for $1.00. 
Weekend 
Bowmen Club 
The WSU Bowmen Club 
will meet every Saturday dur 
ing Winter Quarter from 9 
a.m.-11 a.m. in the Auxiliary 
Gym. P.E. Bldg. Election of 
new officers will be held in a 
few weeks. All members and 
interested parties aie asked to 
attend the regular meetings. 
Swimming Volunteer* 
Children that have a poten-
tial will be starting a program 
teaching handicapped child-
ren how to swim. 
Volunteers arc needed to work 
with the children in the class-
es. A training seminar for the 
volunteers will he held on 
Sat. Jan. 20, for more infor-
mation call Mindy Spray at 
252-9142. 
Etc 
Monday 
Sam 
Society for Advancement of 
Management is sponsoring a 
"Coffee with the Profs." 9:00 
to 12:00 a.m. on January 23 in 
room 465. Allyn Hall. All 
students arc welcome to come 
and meet with your professors 
and fellow students. 
Work in Britain 
Martin Colliik. the repre-
sentative of the Student Ex-
change Employment Program 
for Grca" Britain will be or. 
campus on January 23. fro'i 
10:00 AM to 1:30 PM uilsi'ie 
'he Lounge of the University 
Center. Students who are in-
ter, sted in living end working 
: in liritain for up 'o six months 
are encouraged to take adv all 
tfj»,e of this opportunity >o 
meet with Sir. Colltek. Fur-
ther information may be ob-
tained from Maija Raccvskis. 
International Education, ex-
tension 29-15. 
Winter Environment 
Workshop 
A workshop for Ohio educa-
tors interested in learning 
how to use the winter environ-
ment as a teaching aid is 
being sponsored by ihe Ciito 
Department of Natural Re-
sources Jan.23-25 at the Lu-
theran Memorial Camp in 
Morrow County. 
For details write: Ohio De-
partment of Natural Re 
sources, Fountain Square, 
Columbus, Ohio 43224 or 
phone 614-466-7400. 
Winter Feat 
ICC will be sponsoring ihe 
1978 Winter Fest on Fri. Jan. 
27 at 7:30 p.m. in the Univer-
sity Center Cafeteria. The 
theme for the festival is Blue-
grass and Beer and the ad-
mission is free. 
Featured at this event will 
be a bluegrass/folk band 
Cooper Dodge, Gino the 
Clown, and singer Catherine 
David. Other activities which 
are being put on by individual 
clubs are games, crafts, food 
booths and exhibitions. 
After Death 
After Death. . What Then? 
An Inquiry into the Question 
of Sunival will be presented 
Thurs. Jan. 26 at 7:30 p.m. at 
Sinclair College, room 7011. 
building 7. Jerry Solfvin. 
Sciiior Reseracher of the 
Psychical Research Founda-
tion (Durham. N.C.) will be 
the speaker. 
Photo Show 
A Photography show by the 
advanced class of photo stu-
dents is now on exhibit at the 
Experimental Arts Gallery, 
until J«.uary 21. The gallery 
is free and open to the public. 
WSU Food Co-op 
By joining the WSU food 
co-op vol! can save 25 percent 
on groceries, the C-op store is 
located in the Gaza House on 
campus and is open every 
Friday from noon until 6 pm. 
offering a wide variety of 
foods. 
For details call Ray Leard at 
429-3807. 
Tutors Needed 
University Division needs 
tutors for sociology. Earn 
42.80 per hour helping other 
students. Please contact the 
University Division office for 
fi.rthcr information. Ext. 
2945. 1 12 
Tuesday 
Orledx! Art Sale 
An exhibition and sale of 
Oriental crt will be presented 
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tues . 
Jan. 24 at Wright State's 
Creative Arts Center com-
mons. 
About 500 pieces from J a 
pan. China. India. libel. Ne-
pal. and Thailand will be on 
display and for sale. Details 
about the collection will be 
provided. 
Surplus Snowhiower 
A surplus snowblower is up 
for bids, ar.d is reported as 
being in good condition. Ar-
rangements to inspect the 
snowblower can be made by 
calling Bud Burrell at 3226. 
The minimum bid consider-
ed is $75. and payment must 
be cash, money order, or 
certified check. 
Bids must be returned in 
envelopes marked "snow-
hlowci" January 27. 1978 in 
the lower left corner. The 
Department of Purchases and 
General Services reserves the 
right to reject or accept any 
and all bids. 
Clastic Presentations 
A special performance of 
Oedipus Rex and The Comedy 
of Harlequin by the University 
Theatre will be sponsored by 
the Department of Classics on 
Saturday, Feb. 4. for a slight 
charge, in conjunction with 
the Antiquities Day at Wright 
State. 
Contests. presentations, 
workshops, and panel discus-
sions will be featured. 
For details contact the De-
partment of Classics or call 
extcntion 3062. 
Exercise Room Schedule 
The special exercise room 
located in 009 in the Physical 
Education Building, for stu-
dents with disabilities, now 
has an open schedule. 
A supervisor will be on duty 
to assist when needed. 
The hours are: 
M-F 12-2 p.m. 
Mon. 5-8 p.m. 
Tues. 4-6:30 p.m. 
Wed. 5-7 p.m. 
Thurs. 3:30-9 p.m. 
Fri. 3:30-6 p.m. 
Bene flt of a Doubt 
The world premiere pro-
duction of Benefit of a Doubt 
by Edward Clinton will open 
at the Cincinnati Playhouse on 
January 3. Ber.efit of a Doubt 
is a humane, heart-warming 
work dealing with the lives of 
a present-day coal miner and 
his family in a small city in 
West Virginia. 
The Playhouse production 
of Benefit of a boubt will 
mark the first fully staged 
presentation of the work. 
It will be presented in the 
Robert S Marx Theatre from 
January 3-29 with tickets 
available at the box office by 
calling I-421-3888. 
Urban Fellowships 
Urban Fellowships are 
available to selected college 
seniors and graduates who 
ha e ihe academic endorse-
ment ef their college and arc 
prepared to participate on a 
full-time basis. 
All students interested in 
urban government are en-
couraged to apply, regardless 
of training, no later lhan Feb. 
15. 1978. 
For applications contact the 
Financial Aid Office or write: 
Dominick Cucinotta. Director 
New York City Urban Fellows 
Program 250 Broadway. 11th 
floor, New York. New Yolk 
10007. or call 212-566-1*'' 
lxshman Scholarship* 
Scholarship applications for 
ihe 1978-79 academic year ai 
Wrigjit State are now avail-
able'in tlw Office of Financial 
Aid to incoming freshmen. 
Fifty general scholarships 
ranging from $100 to $1,000 
will be awarded based on 
academic achievement and 
potential. Last year more than 
$50,000 in scholarships were 
distributed. 
The Office of Financial Aid 
is located in 129 Student 
Services Wing. Dayton area 
students can call 873-2321. 
WOBC students 222-0039 ext. 
24 and Piqua students 773-
4471. 
Job Workshops 
The following free work-
shops will be held in the 
Career planning and Place-
men Office in 126 Student 
Services. For details call 873-
2556. 
Jan. 23-24 Alternative Job 
Hunting Strategies 10-11:30 
a.m. 
Jan. 25 Selling Yourself 
Effectively on Paper. 10-11 
a.m. and again 6-7 p.m. 
Jan. 25 Job Hunting 
Techniques Old and New In-
terviewing or Talking Yourself 
into a Job. 11-12 noon and 7-8 
p.m. 
Bach Concert 
The fifth ARS/Ecclesia con-
cert at Westminster Pres-
byterian Church will feature 
three Bach solo cantatas. On 
Sunday. February 5. at 7:30 
P.M. 
Well ksiown Dayton singers 
Joseph Albrecht, baritone. 
Karer Rambo. mezzo soprano, 
and Emma Talen, soprano will 
sing an "All Bach" concert. 
The concert is free to the 
public and lighted parking is 
conveniently located across 
from the church. 
College Poetry Review 
The National Poetry Press 
announces the closing date for 
the submission of manuscripts 
by college students is Feb. 15. 
There is no limitation as to 
form or theme. Shorter works 
preferred. Each poem must be 
typed or printed on a seperste 
sheet and bear the author's 
name and address. Manu-
scripts should be sent to the 
Office of the P'ess. National 
Poetry Press. Box 218. 
Agoura, Calif. 91301. 
Youth Hos'~Is 
For people who have an 
interest in the out-of-doors 
and enjoy hiking, bicycling, 
sailing, etc. the non-profit 
American Youth Hostels as-
sociation offers free literature 
about hostcling and the more 
than 4.500 hostel locations 
worldwide where members 
can stay for as little as $2.50 
to $3.50 a night-while travel-
ing "under ihelr own steam." 
AYH also offers a folder of 
pre planned 4-6 week trips 
through Furopc and the Far 
East at exceptionally low-
price s. 
For free copies of how to 
get involved in hostcling in 
i978, write to Anne Coyner. 
fravel Department Manager. 
American Youth Hostels. Inc.. 
National Headquarters. De-
laplanc. Virginia 22025. Ask 
for the general information 
brochure Hosteling and the 
Iravel folder "Highroad To 
Adventure 1978." 
Teachers Needed 
Enl'.iuaiaatic and creative 
individuals arc currently be-
ing sought to teach in grades 
1 through 8 in Wright State 
Univesity's Saturday Morning 
Enrichment Program. 
For more information, con-
tact the College of Continuing 
and Community Education, 
245 Allyn Hall or call 873-
2460. 
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La Comedia's King and I delightful r 
By DANIEL P1CKREL 
Guardian Staff Writer 
If you go to the La Comedia's 
production of the King and I 
expect to see the King (Tony 
Farides) in the regular Yul Bryn-
ner style you are in for a 
surprise. 
Not only does Farides act out 
the Kings part the way he thinks 
h should be played, but he did 
not shave his head for the show. 
"I fought them all the way. even 
up till tonight's presentation.-' 
explained Farides. They wantea 
me to cut my hair as a comp-
romise, but I WES against that, 1 
wanted to play the part my way 
and that includes keeping my 
hair. 
The play is about an English 
tutor who goes to Siam in 1862 to 
teach the King's children in the 
"western" ways. The big conflict 
in the story is within the King, is 
he also going to be taught in the 
"western" ways by his tutor or is 
he going to stick to his oppres-
sive ways. 
The proper English tutor 
Anna. (Deborah Kaulfuss) is ex-
pectantly nervous at the beginn-
ing of the play because she is 
meeting a half naked Prime 
Minister. Her nervousness is 
over-done however, because it 
takes another act until the aud-
ience enjoys the humor in the 
play. 
The interaction between the 
King and Anna is genuine and 
deserves praise. This is especial-
ly evident when Anna is trying to 
adhere to her promise of keeping 
her head lower than the King's. 
The audience enjoyed the 
Kings use of, "etc., etc., etc.," 
whenever he couldn't think of 
words to express himself. Far-
ides made the etceteras sound 
like they were his own little 
addition to the play. 
Anna's son Louis (Andiew 
Lupp). a promising actor project-
ed his voice like he had forgotten 
there were microphones. He had 
to battle the orchestra to be 
heard in the song I Whistle a 
Happy Tune. 
The singing highlights were 
from the Lun Tha (Jim Stream), 
Lady Thiang (Carol Rogers), and 
Tuptim (Barbara Cullen). 
The Prime Minister (Earl How-
ard) gave a commendable per-
formance especially one scene in 
which Anna rejects the King and 
demands that the Prime Minister 
returns the ring that the King 
had given Anna. 
Howard admitted he had dif-
ficulties with this scene in re-
hearsal. He said he was thinking 
of another woman who had done 
a man wrong when he said to 
Anna, in a voice that had just 
raised an octive, "1 wish you had 
never come here." 
Although 1 did not appreciate 
the stage I have to admit it was 
functional. It just takes the slid-
ing of a flat platform or two and 
there is a different feel to the 
stage. The choreographer, 
Mary-Pat Carey, has just finish-
ed a tour with Yul Brynner 
starring in the King and I and it 
is evident that this production 
has greatly benefited from her 
past experiences. 
You can fully appreciate the 
efforts of the dog and the hunter 
from the Uncle Tom scene when 
you find out that they cannot see 
out of their Chinese masks. 
There was one point that was 
especially effective. It was when 
Anna's students acted out Vncle 
Tom's Cabin and two of the 
dancers were holding cloud im-
ages for background. The white 
spot light reflected off of the 
clouds reminding me of an over-
rait day when you look up at the 
clouds and a ray of light will 
come bolstering through a break. 
Open 
House 
The Career Planning *nd 
Placement office will hold an 
open house for the faculty of 
the College and Science and 
Engineering, today from 1 to 
5 pm in room 126 of the 
Student Services wing. 
This is part of a series of 
open houses being planned by 
Career Panning and Place-
ment. to ini'orm the W5U 
faculty as to what services are 
available to Wright State stu-
dents. Open houses are plan-
ned for the faculties of the 
other colleges at WSU in the 
near future. J 
The 
Wright State University Booksto 
will be 
dosed Fri., Sat., Sun. 
Sorry folks ! 
/ 
Walter* •od 
wanted 
waltreaaea 
A new mtaurant wants bright 
and attractive people to work 
nights full and part time 
Experience not required 
Excellent pay 
Call 1-424-2114 between 10 
and S weekdays. 
Toes-Set 
I.onch HiSOJsOO 
Dlnwr 6-9i30 
Sandwiches aad 
Deaaert 
110:00 pm-2:00 
Bar open all day 
Ui jo am-2s30 am 
230 Xenia Ave. 
Yellow 
Springs [((tJDlf. 
767-1144 
The Winds Cafe features 
inspired and delicious home style 
gourmet and international 
whole foods, quick, wholesome 
lunches and dinners. 
19,20,21 ANDY COHEN 
folk songs, blues ^ 
27,28 CORNDRINKERS 
old time music 
ALL NEW PAGE MANOR CINEMAS 1 & 2 
, , N ( V A 
CINEMA 
TONITE AT 7:35-9:40 
CINEMA PAGE MANOR"*? 
TONITE AT 
7:00-8:40-10:30 
WllMR 
Vfes&w 
toWBTLovt* * 
C L I N S g i 
•EABTWCRSOI 
THE GIUIMTk-KT 
CINEMA II CINEMA i 
TONITE AT 7:00-9:40 
tunny, . i ^ 
JOHN 
DENVER 
i * r * | 
M '#•» 
GEORGE 
BURNS 
' * »•!» ii* i l 
Friday, Jan. 20, 
dorm students welcome to 
breakfast, brunch and dinner 
in the Rath. 
UC Cafeteria and ali other 
University Food services 
will be closed Friday. 
Sat.& Sun. normal hours 
University Food Services 
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WSU women's swim team splits two 
By SUSAN OPT 
Guardian Staff Writer 
Wrighl Stale women's swim-
ming team split two meets over 
the weekend, losing to Eastern 
Michigan Friday night. 68-63, 
but returning with a victory 
Saturday afternoon with an 89-42 
win over Kent State. 
A state record was set at the 
Michigan meet by junior Mindy 
Mayhew. whose time of 1.01.36 
in the 100 backstroke also quali-
fied her for the nationals. Also 
qualifying for lb*1 national 
championships was diver Patti 
I 
FOLK MU 
7722 n. main 
dayton 
phone 898 2339 
GUITARS m 
BANJOS j 1 
AUTOHARPS • 
FIDDLES • 
OULCimERS • 
mANDOLINS . M 
RECORDS 
LESSONS 
H I mtU »!«« I<711 
2 turn am aw IESI  
lOMfc «l IUI« 
0 f jL i t t l c A 
^ . 2 4 7 Xci 
® 767-7671 Yellow 
© • © • • 9 • 
points in one meter diving during 
the Michigan meet. 
A 200-YARD medley relay 
team of Barb Titsch. Carole Ivan. 
Maria Miniaci. and Mayhew set 
a new school record w ith a time 
of 1:54.65. 
Other first place f.nishers of 
the meet included: !van swim-
ming the 50 backstroke in 28.89 
seconds. Miniaci with a time of 
28.20 in the 50 year butterfly. 
Mayhew taking the 100 yard 
butterfly in 1:00.08 and Titsch 
finishing the 100 yard breast-
stroke in 1:12.08. 
Despite capturing thirteen of 
»oarc;>ro * < » 
GOURD 1 
C SHOP \ 
• 
t Theatre f ' 
Ave. 
or qualifying times were set at 
the Kent State meet. 
COMMENTING ON Friday 
night's meet against Michigan. 
Coach Lee Dexter felt the loss 
could be attributed to "coaching 
errors." 
Cleveland swam the events on 
Tuesday and WSU was schedul-
ed to swim the events yesterday. 
"Its not as good as one on one 
competion but there is not much 
you can do about it." remarked 
Dexter. 
Major league o«.;eball held it's 
annua! winter draft recently, and 
a former pitcher for the Raiders 
was picked in the fourteenth 
round. 
Mark South, a 6-foot-7 right 
hander who graduated fr->m 
WSU in the spring of 1977. was 
picked up by the Montreal Ex-
pos. 
SOUTH, WHO finished his 
final season with 7 wins and 6 
losses, is only the third player in 
the history of Wright State to 
enter the ranks of professional 
sports. 
The Wright State Raiders 
mens' wrestling sqad dropped a 
tough meet visiting Nebiaska. 
Omaha on January 12. by a score 
of 30-12. Nebraska-Omaha, who 
handed the Raiders their third 
defeat of the year, is nationaly 
ranked as a wrestling power. 
Raiders' junior co-captain Jim 
Kordik (118) continued to lead 
the team with an impressive 
record of 121-1, followed by 
junior Larry McCune (142). with 
12-3, and sophmores Jim Parsons 
(167) and Rusty Hafer (150), with 
records standing ai 10-3-1 and 
10-4-1. respectively. 
SNOW AND ice on 1-70 forced 
the wrestlers to abandon their 
trip to Indianapolis Saturday to 
meet Indiana Central. Taylor, 
and Ohio Northern, and return 
home after getting only as far as 
Richmond. Indiana. 
The Raider wrestlers will part-
icipate in the Anderson College 
(Indiana) tournament this Friday 
and Saturday. 
The Wright State Women's 
basketball team lost a pair of 
close games this past weekend, 
the total margin of loss for both 
games being only three points. 
Friday night the women travel-
ed to Athens Ohio and battled 
Ohio University only to lose in 
the closing seconds. 59-57. OU 
made the winning buitet with 14 
seconds remaining on the clock 
and the Raiders were unable to 
respond. Senior Kim Williamson 
led the Raiders with 20 points, 
followed by junior Cindy Mercer 
with 14. 
SATURDAY NIGHT saw the 
Raiders loosing to Rio Grande by 
the slim margin of 57-56. Jane 
Helminger led the Raiders scor-
ing with 20 points, and freshman 
Krisia Jones tallied 10 points and 
11 rebounds. 
The women will take their 2-3 
record ag: Capitol Saturday 
night prim ie Varsity's game 
with Akrot. ' c game scheduled 
for Tuesday night against St. 
Joseph College was cancelled 
due to the inclement weather. 
scored 230.65 'he sgimming events, no records 
Need a friend? Call 
'Oir.ttimiic 
We care about you 
223-3446 
tree pregnancy test confidential help 
"Michigan has a real good 
team and they waiting for us." 
said Dexter. "We had not scout-
ed them well enough and we 
walked into a trap.." 
However, despite the circus-
tanccs Dexter felt the women 
swam "really good. Its just I 
made some stupid errors in 
preparing the girls for the 
meet." he said. 
The women now stand with a 4 
and 2 record for the season with 
national qualification in four e-
vents (400 medley relay, Ivan in 
the 50 backstroke. Mayhew in 
the 100 backstroke and diver 
Patti Williams). 
THE WOMEN swim against 
Miami University, at Oxford, 
Saturday at 5 p.m. Dexter ex-
pects this to be "a big meet." 
"We'd really like to beat 
Miami," added Dexter. In the 
past two years that took WSU 
has been swimming against Mi-
ami, Miami has won H meet and 
WSU look the other. 
The Men's Swimming team, 
who have yet to start their 
season, are scheduled to swim 
next Wednesday at 4 p.m. a-
BOTH THE men and women's 
swimming teams were scheduled 
to meet last Tuesday at heme 
against Cleveland State but 
weather forced the cancelation of 
the meet. Dexter explained they 
would swim what is called a 
"postal meet" where each team 
swims the events in their own 
pool and the times for the events 
arc exchengcd between schools 
M «mv.hr. <!vr<m.'2e.d.... .B.ain.si yswsm 
evergreen children's 
center Slate Licensed 
Cert. Kdg. teacher 
A Place Where 
Children Grow 
2659 Dayton-Xenia Rd. 
Across From the HS 
Limited Class Size 
Call For Appointment 
4266674 
Th7&<>Sat Cousin Cousine 
1 a light-spirited film from France 
about love and adultery 
sun people of the Wind 
7&9:15 fascinating documentary on 
the yearly migration of the 
Bakhtiaris-iranian nomadic tribe 
Wed-Sat 7 only L l l C i a 
a beutiful Cuban story 
of love and revolution 
Adults $1.75 12 and under $1.25 
m i l i u m * vx.' 
GEAR UP FOR WINTER 
love & the 
great outdoors 
Quality outdoor clothing for 
men and women 
Backpacking, climbing and X-C skiing, too 
Klnga Yard 220 Xenla Ave (Rle 68) 
Yellow Sptlngs, Ohio 767-1866 
Man-Sat I0.30-S.30 
Fri 'til 8 
Sen 12-4 
DATSUN 
Sports 
shorts 
By JOHN SALYER 
SUSAN OPT 
, . ' • | i » | S . u i , v 
I I M \ \ \ \ | \ t I 
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Raiders maul Cougars and Pirates for 7 of 8 
By JOHN SA1YER 
Guardian Sparta Writer 
After a somewhat shaky start, 
the Wright State Raiders Varsity 
basketball squad has now won 7 
of it's last 8 games. The Raiders 
picked up their latest pair of 
victories during a trip through 
Florida and Georgia to play 
Clearwater Christian and Arm-
strong state. 
The Raiders had no trouble 
whatsoever embarrassing the 
r~ 
ICC 
to sponsor 
Winterfest 
By DAVID MIX 
Guardian Staff Writer 
A kissing booth and bluegrass 
music are among the highlights 
slated for the Winterfest. to be 
held Friday. Jan. 27 in the 
Univerity Center Cafeteria. 
The event, sponsored by Inter-
Club Council, has the theme of 
"Bluegrass and beer." 
It is somewhat like October 
Dare and May Daze in that all 
clubs can rent booths and have 
activities of their own," accord-
ing to Christy McNeely, advertis-
ing manger for Winterfest. 
COOPER DODGE, a group 
from southern Vermont, and 
Catharine David from Massachu-
setts, will perform the bluegrass 
music. Geno the Clown will also 
be at Winterfest and WWSU will 
provide music during (he breaks 
between acts. 
Don Cooper and John Dotfje 
met in Jan. 1975. Since then, 
they have shared billings with 
Chicago, Seals and Crofts, Procol 
Harum, and the Guess Who 
along with other popular groups. 
David, a jazz-blues artist, has 
performed at the Scarborough 
Fair Coffee House at Salem State 
College in Salem. Massachusetts 
and other places in that state. 
EATING FIRE and juggling 
are only two of the mail things 
Geno can do. He has performed 
at many colleges throughout the 
United States. 
Pretzel*, bsge!* cone? dog*, 
popcorn .and pin-* will be among 
the food selections. Other booths 
will include the Wiieel of For-
tune, information booths, e ring 
toss, and > kissing bsoth. 
McNeely sairt he hopes that 
••Winterfest will follow the Mine 
line" as October Daze and M*» 
Daze. She said « 'J * "good 
opportunity for Clubs to make 
money, ft i» sosacthieg to serve 
the whole campus. ' 
THE SCHEDULE for Winter-
fest is as follows: 
7:30-7:50 Geno the Clo<vn 
7:50-8:00 WWSU 
8:00-9 0) Cooper Dod^e 
9:00-9:20 Geno tike Clown 
9:2®-10:2t Catharine D*vid 
10:40-11:40 Cooptr Dodge 
11 40-12:00 Geno the Clown 
12:00-i:00 Cooper Dodge 
AdmKsioii U free, In case of 
inclement weather, the snow 
date is Feb. 3. 
Cougars of Clearwater Christian 
College Saturday night, finishing 
the game with a lopsided score of 
119-65. 
THE 119 POINTS scored by 
the Raiders came within one 
point of the record for the roost 
points scored by a Wright State 
squad. 
The Cougars, whose record fell 
to 3 wins and 10 losses, shot a 
dismal .290 from the floor as a 
team, which no doubt made the 
Raiders' job just a little easier. 
Wright State had seven play-
ers in double figures, with the 
ever improving Bill Wilson, lead-
ing all the Raiders with 16. 
WSU AS A team shot .551 
from the floor and .747 from the 
free throw line, to continue their 
recent trend of steadily increas-
ing team field goal percentages. 
Other Raider standouts on off-
ense were Steve Hartings with 15 
points and 14 rebounds. Joe 
Fitzpatrick with 13 points and 13 
rebounds. Bob Schaefer with 14 
points and 9 rebounds, and 
Eddie Crowe and Dan Huguely. 
each with 12 points. 
The Raiders were eipected to 
win readily over the Cougars and 
with the score after the first half 
resting at 62-23 in favor of the 
Raiders, there was little doubt 
about the ultimate outcome. 
HEAD COACH Marcus Jack-
son commented that this road 
trip showed the Raiders played 
some of the most consistant ball 
that they have played all season. 
He said even when the score 
became so lopsided against 
Clearwater, the Raiiers held 
their poise and didn't get sloppy. 
"I think we surprised a few 
people by winning both of these 
road games." Jackson pointed 
i coupon 
! special nunc coupon special 
With a purchase of any two 
giant sandwiches, aetyour 
cnoice of any regular 
sandwich free! 
offer good Jan. 23-Wednesdav Jan. 25 
must present couoon ad when ordering 
coupon not good on deliveries 
7. PionLQGi Rd. 
o u r 
I H O W 
rovR SU V..NT 
MON. NITE ^OO-iO-30 
T - £ h i f t Nite 
V^prlce 
Whc-n you wear an Ag'i cr 
u *Z* #&£*** >!<***» 
\ F irst Ngtonal Bank 
. : 0H«0 .' 
\ A Fiift Service Btnik • -
out. "Not too many people ei-
pected us to beat Armstrong 
State." 
But the Raiders did beat Arm-
strong State. 85-74, in a game 
that was a key Division II battle. 
ARMSTRONG HAD been av-
eraging better thar. 95 points per 
g'.me this year, and had a high 
game of 126 points against Clear-
water Christian," but the Raid-
ers defense held the high scoring 
Pirates to 74 points, 20 below 
their average. 
Wright State had four players 
scoring in double figures, with 
Schaefer leading the Raiders 
with 21 points and 10 rebounds. 
Wilson, who has now increased 
his season average to 11.4 points 
per game, scored 19 against the 
Pirates. 
Tiie win over the Pirates gives 
the Raiders a record of 9-5, and 
increased their position in the 
race to win a berth in the NCAA 
Division II play-offs. 
ANOTHER division II oppon-
ent, the University of Akron, will 
be coming into the Physical 
Education Building Saturday 
night to take on the Raiders at 
8:10 p.m. The game will be one 
of the few home games that are 
being televised to the Dayton 
area this year by WDTN, channel 
2. 
G00V VR1NKS 
G00V COMPANY 
9 PM - 2 AM 
7 DAYS A WEEK 
I 
A UNIQUE & 
HAPPY PLACE 
810 N. MAIN ST 
DAYTON, OHIO 
22.8-9916 
exclusively for 
WSU students 
Vi off regular 
admission price 
discount good Sunday 
through Thursday 
evenings only. 
i 
taBS Kite toiW » -m toon SafefcCilfeMM 
iavkr«B>p)i«Sil >v» > *!n»nfc •< 
« « » • < »»>«>* 'a,* -iB»r , , » fr-r-——»-«•*—3 
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like a wet blanket 
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Miami Valley snowstorm 
19 197* 
By TOM VONDHliSKA 
(•uardlan Wire Editor 
Dayton and mosl of the Miami 
Valley were nearly paralized 
Monday and Tuesday as the 
worst snowstorm of this season 
hit the area. 
Between Monday morning and 
Tuesday evening 7.8 inches of 
snow fell, closing most schools 
and causing many businesses to 
close their doors early. No class-
es were held at Wright State 
University between 3 p.m. Mon-
day and 10 a.m. Wednesday 
when the university reopened on 
a two-hour delay. 
THOUGH THE 7.8 inches 
which buried the Dayton area 
was heavier than normal it did 
not compare to the amounts 
which fell to the south. Louisville 
was smothered by 18 inches of 
snow as normal w eather patterns 
seemed to reverse themselves. 
Buffalo. N.Y. recieved only three 
inches. 
According to the National 
Weather Service at Vandalia, by 
Wednesday a total of 15 inches of 
the white stuff blanketed the 
ground. This is one inch short of 
the area record, set in 1918. 
"1 think this is a bit more than 
the normal snowfall for this 
area." said Dr. Jerome Clemens, 
associate professor of geology 
specializing in meterology. 
"THE PROBLEM is that the 
snow on the ground is not 
melting," he said. 
The snow on the ground was 
not what was worrying Robert 
Francis, executive director of 
Campus Planning and Develop-
ment. He was worrying about !he 
amount the amount of snow 
which was predicted to fall. 
"We closid down Monday 
because of the accuracy of the 
weather forecast." Francis said. 
"They were predicting six to 
nine inches of snow to fall by 9 
p.m. and they were right " 
FRANCS SAID the final deci-
sion to close the University is 
made University Vice-President 
and Probost Andrew Spiegel but 
that his recommendation is one 
of the main factors in the deci-
sion. 
"I made my recommendation 
Monday so the people would get 
a head start on the traffic," he 
said. 
eBailQCSuarfcian 
Classified Ads\ 
hor Sale 
FOR SALE: Good hunting 
beagle for sale, will also make 
good pet. Call Paul at 236 
0214 1-6 
FOR SALE: Green textured 
couch. 2 end tables, 1 coffee 
table. 2 lamps. $100, good to 
fair condition. If interested, 
call Debbie X2301. 1-6 
FOR SALE: Beautiful Afghan 
hound. Registered light-color-
ed male. Contact Doug box 
5414. M | 
FOR SALE: Robvn CB Anten-
na with light on tip of anten-
na. Includes' coax and mount-
ing materials for trunk lid 
mount. SIO. Kep'v mailbox 
E554. 1-6 
FOR SALE: Pioneer QX-646 
foiir channel receiver with 
four air suspension speakers 
for $350. Call 878-9532 after 
3:00 or leave a note in box 
060 1-18 
Automotive 
FOR SALE: '75 Yamaha RD 
350. ve:y good condition. 
Musi see to appreciate. Will 
sacrifice Call 87M6?7. I l l 
FOR SALE: !970 VW i/ug. 
defoggcr. AM-FM, excellent 
condition. «#SC. 1-687-2058. 
M 0 
FOR SALE: 1974 Kawasaki 
250. Excellent condition. 5000 
miles must sefl, 222-0284. 
1 18 
FOR SALE: 1974 Chrysler 
Imprrial LeBaron Blue extet-
ior/'Mue vtoyi top'biue velou' 
inti.rioi/new brakes. PS/P3/ 
PW 'Cruise eontrol/CB. 
$2COO Call Jim a\ 390-03*1. 
M 0 
TOR SALS: 1974 Red MG 
Midgit. Excellent condition. 
Must sell. Call i54-T158. M l 
FOR SALE: Parting *it a 1969 
m . I! you need VW parts 
-
FOR SALE: 1972 Pinto Runa^ 
bout, air, auto, good condi-
tion $1050, l - M ' . n w 1-10 
Help Wanted 
HELP WANTED: Reader 
wanted for student. Monday. 
Wednesday, and Friday after-
noons 2-3 p.m. Pay $2.00 
hour. If interested, contact 
Tom at 873-2231. or box B340 
in Hamilton Hall. Preferably a 
student with a biology back-
ground. 1-6 
Wanted 
RIDE NEEDED to W.S.U. on 
Tuesday and Thursday morn-
ings for 8:15 class. Will help 
on gas. Call before 5:00 p.m.. 
873-2332 for Kay or 276-5513 
in the evenings. 1-13 
HELP WANTED: Need a ride 
to Huber Heights. Chambers-
br.rg. Troy Pike ar.-a. On 
Mon.. Wed.. Thurs.. >"ri. Will 
help '»ith gas. Conlic' Torn, 
mailbox OI41. 1-16 
I WOULD like a ride to and 
from Xc.nia to the campus. 
Schedule would be 10 a.m.-l 
p.m. M. T. W, F, and 10-3 
Ti'ut.v' Willing to share ga-
expenses. Sharon. 377-8644 
1-12 
Lost & Found 
LOST HMD FOUND: LOST; a 
black hat was picked up off a 
table'm the Crock Pot. Prom 
11-12 on 1-11-78. Contact 
Hans. 1217 M l 
Housing 
kOOMS: House rental, un-
furnish 3-bedroom house for 
rent. Immediate occupancy. 
Yellow Springs. 767-3361. 
1-18-4 
ROOMS: Female Roommate 
needed to share 'A Bonnie 
Villa Apt. Prefer studious. 
Call Eileen at 426-0343 or 
leave message in A-229. 1-9 
Miscellaneous 
I WORK till you're satisfied: 
Major discounts to ',iudent 
and faculty for quality room 
remodelling and home im-
provement. Call John Herr 
Construction Co, 252-3608. 
1-12 
TV RECEPTION bad, missed 
ihe Super Bow! cause of 4 
images. Need a new antenna. 
We've got 5 ves. Experience 
installing. Leave note in K374 
.it call 1-324-4985. ask for 
Paul. 1-16 
MARDI-GRAS! All people in-
terested in going to New 
Orleans to cheer on the rugby 
team (and visit the Mardi- ) 
Gras). please contact cither 
Greg Ellmore or Dan Miracle 
in the Rat. The trip will be 
between Feb. 2 and Feb. 6. 
1-9 
SADAT MADE it to Israel... 
HOW AfcOUT YOU? Israeli 
Government offers subsidized 
trips. Israe' Progrsms. 1580 
Summit. Cincinnati, OH 
45237. (513) 761-7500. 12-22-
3-10 
THE 1178 Winter Fest will be 
held on Jan. 27. at 7:30 p.m. 
The theme is "Bluegrass and 
Beer" so come out for fun and 
excitement!! (sponsored J*y 
ICC) 1-11 
TO THE yellow Volkswagon 
with black bumpers and 
stripes: 1 followed ycu down 
Col. Glenn Fri. morning and 
your left rear tire wobbles. 
Better have it checked before 
it falls oX. 1-18 
WHO CAN help you untangle 
your University problems? 
The Ombudsman can I Stop by 
our office, 192 Allyn Hall. 
9:0U AM-7:00 PM Monday & 
Tuesday. 9:00 AM5:00 PM 
Weds. 4 Thursday. 9:00 AM-
2:00 PM Friday, (or by ap-
pointment). 1-3 
The derision to close Tuesday 
was made because of the "im-
passibility of roads" Francis 
said. 
BY CLOSING early on Monday 
Francis said that they were not 
cancelling much. "Very little on 
after 3 p.m." 
"We made the decision to 
close Tuesday mainly on the 
impassibility of the roads." 
Francis continued "Everytime 
you turned around they were 
predicting another 3-5 inches." 
Francis added that the fore-
casts were correct in that they 
predicted the snow would end at 
9 p.m. 
"WE DECIDED to open for 
classes Wednesday on a two-
hour delay because we thought it 
would give our crews time to 
clear the lots." 
The closing of the University 
did not cause any extra expense, 
he said. 
"The closing doesn't mean 
anything in money terms. There 
are fixed costs involved in the 
running of the University. You 
could compute the amount of 
time lost but that would not be 
valid in this case." 
Help wanted 
If you would like to increase 
yo-ir income, and also work in 
a young and pleasant envirun-
nent, come and see us about 
a position at the Boar's Head 
Restaurant. We are presently 
looking for applicants immed-
iately to fiU a number of full 
and p<rt time positions (and 
you may be the right person 
for the job.) Wo arc located in 
Trotwood. right across the 
street from the Salem Mall. 
Interviews held Mon-Fri from 
2-4 p.m. 
The Boar's Head, a nice 
a « » a > " h . o h m . 
T W O T W O Q P . O H . P 4 M I « 
"THE ONLY cost was that of 
the salt." he added. 
Unlike some cities in the area, 
Wright State had a good supply 
of salt on hand when ihe snow 
hit. 
"We had just gotten a ship-
ment in from our supplier.'Tran-
cis said. "Right now I would say 
we have a marginal supply on 
hand since we normally buy 
enough to handle two or three 
days of bad weather." 
FRANCIS SAID, the road 
crews were able to use the salt 
effiecently by not spreading it 
until the snow stopped. 
Clemens said that he sees 
some relief coming to the Dayton 
area. 
"H is purly guesswork but I 
am looking forward to something 
which happens occasional) in 
this area, the January thaw. It 
usually begins in the third week 
of January with the temperatures 
rising above frezzing." lie said. 
BUT CLEMENS said this with 
some hesitation, later comment-
ing "If someone tells you what 
next winter is going to be like he 
is full of baloney." 
The 
Daily 
Guardian 
wants 
You 
and 
you 
to read 
and share 
the news ! 
Bye Beyerlein (continued from page 4) 
my brainchild and hope thai the new editor will keep the Guardian 
growing and developing. 
On that note. I'll pass cn the torch. Some may argue with the 
way I 'an the race, bul nobody can say I didn't give it my best 
shot. 
Tom Beserlcln Mas been staff writer and copy editor for the 
Guardian, special writer for the Dayton Daily News and 
editor-in-chief of the Wright State Guardian and The Daily 
Guardian. He is currently a public information officer for the 
Aeronautical Systems Division at Wright-Patterson Air Force 
\Bas 
Parking monitors assisting at WSU 
(continued from page 1) 
ACCORDING TO Judith Nei-
man, director of personnel Ad-
ministration. Grewe was reinsta-
ted by the Personnel Board of 
Review on the advice of a 
University attorney. 
Cooper praised the job the 
parking monitors did under 
Grewe. "The students did a 
super job last quarter," he said. 
He pointed to the assistance and 
information the monitors had 
given was well as a drop in 
citations. 
He noted the monitors may not 
be able to give as much assis-
tance this quarter because. "In 
this type of weather it is not 
feasible to have them stand 
around outside." 
IN THE WORST weather. 
Cooper said. "We have them 
drive around offering assistan-
ce." In the more moderate 
weather Cooper noted the super-
visors drive around to the mon-
itors stationed outside giving 
them breaks from the cold in the 
cars or taking them to the office. 
